Starting to Rebuild Bonnie’s Trestle:
Bent #1
By Lynn Melton
New Mexico Rails to Trails Association (NMRTA) started to work on preserving A&SM RR Bridge
A 249 (“Bonnie’s Trestle”) in 2014. For two years we have worked to gain recognition on the
National Register of Historic Places and to minimize the damage from the “fast and furious”
thunderstorm runoff down the steep cross slope. We achieved the first in late 2015 and, with
the extension of our chipboard sluice, the second in July 2016. In late September 2016, with
the assistance of our friend Wayne Turner, retired from BNSF with 35 years experience on
bridge crews – 30 years as a foreman—we tackled the replacement of Bent #1.
Six NMRTA volunteers worked on rebuilding Bent #1: Adam Foster, Mark Horton, Steve
McCloskey, Lynn Melton, Grady Nicholson, and Rod Sims.

Picture #1: Wayne Turner and his wife Evelyn in front of Bonnie’s cabin. [Lynn Melton photo]
A bit of vocabulary: A bent is a vertical structure within the trestle. In our case, it consists of a
bottom horizontal beam perpendicular to the line of the rails, the mudsill, which lies directly on
the ground. The vertical timbers are posts (or plombs and batters) and rest on the mudsill.
They support the cap, the top timber perpendicular to the line of the rails. Bonnie’s Trestle has
four bents, two of which are in contact with the soil at each end and require a bulkhead to hold
the soil in place, and two of which are free-standing. The bulkhead plus the soil behind it is an
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abutment. Stringer timbers are parallel to the line of the rails and span from one bent to the
next. In a completed trestle, the ties rest on top of the stringers, and the rails are attached to
the ties. When the A&SM RR went out of business in 1948, the ties and rails were removed.
Bent #1 is at the northeast end of Bonnie’s Trestle, the end nearest to the cabin. Bent #2 and
Bent #3 are free-standing, and Bent #4 is a the southwest end of Bonnie’s Trestle, the end
nearest the “S” trestle. Wayne Turner had previously inspected the bents and had concluded
that Bent #2, Bent #3, and Bent #4 were sound (“for our uses” – no locomotives!), but that
Bent #1 had at least one rotted post and a badly rotted cap; it would have to be replaced.
On Bonnie’s Trestle the stringers are in groups of five (a chord), with two chords spanning
between two adjacent bents. The rails would have run along the middle of the chord, to
provide maximum support of the weight of the train. For the three spans of Bonnie’s Trestle
there should be thirty stringers (3 spans x 2 chords x 5 stringers in a chord), but there is an extra
stringer, a helper stringer, spanning between Bent #3 and Bent #4, placed there near the end of
the life of the A&SM RR to provide extra support for a weakened stringer in that chord. In the
nearly seventy years since the A&SM RR went out of business, the stringers have rotted
significantly, and indeed, by the time that we started work rebuilding in September 2016, ten of
the thirty-one stringers had rotted and fallen of their own weight. Between Bent #1 and Bent
#2, all five of the stringers in the up slope chord were still in place, although they had rotted
significantly, particularly on the downhill ends that rested on Bent #1. In the down slope chord,
only one of the five stringers was still in place.

\]
Picture #2: Photograph of Stringers between Bent #1 and Bent #2 prior to rebuilding
(foreground). The left hand (up slope) chord has five stringers in place, even though they are
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significantly rotted. The right hand chord (down slope) has only one stringer in place. [Lynn
Melton photo]
Wayne not only has bridge building skills, he has old railroad tools – pretty much the same as
the tools that were used to build Bonnie’s Trestle in late 1899 -- and his yard in Hatch, New
Mexico, is full of old timbers. He brought with him from his personal stash the 3” x 10” timbers
needed to rebuild the bulkhead for Bent #1. He arrived on Wednesday September 19.

Picture #3: Wayne unloading bulkhead timbers from Wayne’s truck. [Evelyn Turner photo]
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Picture #4: Lynn Melton helping Wayne to move bulkhead timbers – note the use of tongs to
grasp the timber [Evelyn Turner photo]
Thursday September 20: The big timbers – 12” x 12” – were stored in the Cloudcroft Village
work yard. On Thursday Wayne Turner, Lynn Melton, Guy Miller and Grady Nicholson went to
the Cloudcroft Yard to get big timbers.
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Picture #5: Wayne selecting a timber to use to replace the cap on Bent #1. [Lynn Melton
photo]

Picture #6: Wayne cutting the timber to the desired 14’ length. Guy Miller is in the background
[Grady Nicholson photo]
There is a problem. The 14’ long timber weighs about 750 pounds, and we have to get it from
the Cloudcroft Yard, through Cloudcroft, and down the steep driveway to Bonnie’s trestle.
Wayne thought about this problem, and before he left Hatch, he welded a tongue and wheels
to attach to the timber.
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Picture #7: The homemade tongue has been attached to the cap timber with ½” railroad drive
screws (just to the right of the auger bit). [Grady Nicholson photo]

Picture #8: Now for the wheels, also attached with ½” railroad drive screws. Lynn Melton looks
on. [Grady Nicholson photo]
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Picture #9: Cap trailer assembly attached to Wayne’s truck, ready to go. [Grady Nicholson
photo]

Picture #10: Moving slowly down US82 [Grady Nicholson photo]
We were not sure that the brakes on Wayne’s truck would be sufficient to keep the timber
from pushing his truck down Bonnie’s (steep!) driveway, so we attached a strap to Lynn’s Jeep
to provide additional drag. It turns out that we did not need the extra safety.
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Picture #11: Lynn and Wayne attaching the safety strap. [Guy Miller photo]
And down Bonnie’s driveway!

Picture #12: Moving very slowly down Bonnie’s driveway, with the safety strap slack. [Guy
Miller photo]
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Picture #13: Wayne had also cut 5’ lengths of 12” x 12” timbers to use to replace the posts in
Bent #1. Grady and Wayne get ready to unload them. [Guy Miller photo]

Picture #14: Grady and Wayne stacked the 5’ timbers. Note the tongs. [Guy Miller photo]
Before we could rebuild, there was a lot of preparation to do.
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Picture #15: Side view of the space between Bent #1 and Bent #2. The debris resulted from
stringers that rotted and fell of their own weight. The red paint on the side of the stringer was
sprayed on with the ties in place; it reveals the close spacing of the ties on the trestle. [Lynn
Melton photo]

Picture #16: Most of the debris has been removed. It will be used to reduce erosion in the
gully below the trestle. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Next we have to put the platforms in place so that Wayne can get to the stringers that he must
cut with a chainsaw.

Picture #17: Mark Horton (in safety harness) helps to drag the platform into place. Rod Sims is
at the far end. [Grady Nicholson photo]
Now it is time to cut the first stringer.

Picture #18: Wayne starting to cut the first stringer. Note the beams to support the stringer as
it falls. This photo is at lower resolution than the other photos because it is a frame capture
from a video that shows the actually falling of the stringer (Cutting Stringer.mp4) [Lynn Melton
video]
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Picture #19: Cutting the third stringer. [Grady Nicholson photo]

Picture#20: Steve McCloskey starting to cut the first stringer into manageable pieces. [Grady
Nicholson photo
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Picture #21: And smaller pieces. [Grady Nicholson photo]

Picture #22: Rod Sims towing a piece to the trash pile. [Grady Nicholson photo]
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Picture #23: Rod Sims removing an end piece so that the iron fittings can be removed and,
where possible reused. Adam Foster and Steve McCloskey are working. [Grady Nicholson
photo]
After the stringers had been cut and the debris removed to the trash pile, removal of the rotted
Bent #1 started.

Picture #24: Mark Horton and Adam Foster removing the rotten cap on Bent #1. [Grady
Nicholson photo]
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Dirt had sifted through the rotted bulkhead, and it had to be removed.

Picture #25: Adam Foster, Rod Sims, and Mark Horton removing dirt. [Grady Nicholson photo]
Now the cap debris has been removed and excavation behind the posts begins, to make space
for the new bulkhead begins.
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Picture #26: Steve McCloskey, Adam Foster, and Rod Sims removing dirt. [Grady Nicholson
photo]

Picture #27: Adam Foster and Rod Sims examine the excavation for the bulkhead. The post at
the far end shows rotting in its core, but the other posts are also partially rotted.[Grady
Nicholson photo]

Picture #28: Adam Foster, Wayne Turner, and Steve McCloskey removing the old posts. [Lynn
Melton photo]
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Picture #29: All the old posts have been removed; Steve McCloskey and Adam Foster examine
the old mud sill, which fortunately, is in good condition and does not have to be replaced.
[Grady Nicholson photo]
Now, on Friday morning September 21, at 7:30 am, the rebuilding starts. AT LAST!

Picture #30: Wayne cutting new posts. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #31: Starting to fit new posts. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #32: Steve McCloskey and Wayne Turner pinning two bulkhead timbers together.
[Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #33: Continuing to build up the bulkhead. Adam Foster, Wayne Turner, Steve
McCloskey and Rod Sims in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #34: Fitting new posts in place. Steve McCloskey, Rod Sims, Wayne Turner, and Adam
Fosterin photo. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #35: Cutting the posts to size. The two horizontal yellow lines mark the height of the
top of the new cap. The other yellow line marks the bottom of the new cap. Adam Foster, Rod
Sims, Wayne Turner, and Steve McCloskey in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #36: Five new posts cut to size and pinned in place. [Lynn Melton photo]
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The next, and most difficult, task is to move the new cap into place. It is heavy and it must not
be allowed to go past the posts and drop to the ground. The first task is to remove the posts
that held the fence and to shape the ground for the new cap.

Picture #37: Shaping the ground to create a ledge halfway down. Wayne Turner, Steve
McCloskey, and Adam Foster in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #38: Removing the cap from its wheels. Steve McCloskey, Rod Sims, Mark Horton, and
Wayne Turner in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #40: Setting the cap on a timber skid. Rod Sims, Steve McCloskey, Mark Horton, and
Wayne Turner in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #41: Slowly (!) moving the cap downhill. Steve McCloskey holds a rock bar in the
ground so that the cap cannot move suddenly. Rod Sims, Mark Horton, Steve McCloskey, and
Wayne Turner in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #42: Moving the cap toward the posts. Steve McCloskey is restraining the cap with the
rock bar. Steve McCloskey, Wayne Turner, Mark Horton, and Rod Sims in photo. [Lynn Melton
photo]
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Picture #43: Moving closer to the posts. Note Rod Sims use of the rock bar to retrain the
movement of the cap. Rod Sims, Wayne Turner, Mar Horton, and Steve McCloskey in photo.
[Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #44: Wayne Turner uses a “cant hook” to restrain the far end of the cap. [Lynn Melton
photo]
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Picture #45: Almost there! Wayne Turner restrains the cap as it moves out over the posts. Rod
Sims, Wayne Turner, Mark Horton, and Steve McCloskey in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]
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Picture #46: Success! The cap is safely on the post and it is time for final adjustments. [Lynn
Melton photo]

Picture #47 The crew looking over a job well done! Rod Sims, Wayne Turner, and Mark Horton
in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]

Picture #48: Success! A tired and happy crew posing on a job well done! [Rod Sims, Wayne
Turner, Mark Horton, and Steve McCloskey in photo. [Lynn Melton photo]
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